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Attachment  - R McIntyre objection to Pure Tūroa Limited concession 

8 February 2024 

I have regularly skied on Turoa and Whakapapa ski fields since 1971.  I am a Life Member  
 of Iwikau Ski Club Inc1.  Due to time constraint this is not submitted on behalf of 

the Club but I’m confident it fits with the sentiments of the members and committee.  

Commercial viability 
These factors are pivotal to the commercial viability of the Ruapehu ski fields: 

1. Customer commitment to North Island skiing.  The vast majority of North Island skiers
drive long distances from Auckland, Wellington and elsewhere.  This together with erratic
weather can for many become untenable unless the skiing is worthwhile.  So, reduced ski
lift numbers and separate season passes for Turoa and Whakapapa would seriously
reduce skiers’ commitment to and enthusiasm for North Island skiing.

Meanwhile, South Island ski fields, the Remarkables and Cardrona are making significant
new ski lift investments, opening up more terrain.  Due to the South Island’s better snow,
weather and number of ski fields, North Island patronage in preference to Ruapehu is
growing noticeably, as is skiing overseas.

The South Island ski fields are patronaged at more than full capacity due to North Island
skiers switching to the South Island in response to the uncertainties of skiing continuing
on Ruapehu.  The result in the South Island is overloaded carparking, very long lift
queues, and skier congestion on the slopes.  None of this helps environment or safety.
Meanwhile there is a whole ski industry and community in the North Island at risk.

2. Snow cover, inclement weather, and changes in climate.  The weather patterns vary on
each side of the mountain affecting the length of the skiable season of each.  Hence
diversification across the two ski fields is critical to patronage, personnel and equipment
resourcing, and financial viability.

3. Continuity, economies of scale and diversification of resources and capital.  Of immediate
concern is that there is no apparent solution for Whakapapa so that absent RSSA’s appeal
success Whakapapa is liable to collapse.  This is despite the 2023 season producing a
combined RAL operations positive cashflow over $2 million.

There are considerable financial strengths of diversified resourcing across the combined
ski fields.  That begins with season pass revenue for skiers.  Then there is the flexibility of
resource deployment according to snow conditions and season durations.

Ngāti Tūwharetoa reported that “the ski fields requires a significant increase and
expansion of operations for there to be commercial viability.”  PTL’s plans to remove
three lifts counters that, in addition to decimation of a combined ski field entity.

4. A non-profit and tax free entity (the RAL model).  Profits are as variable as snow and
weather so that any profits must be retained in full, dividend and tax free, to cover poor
years, CAPEX and R&M expenditure, and cross-subsidy between the two fields.

1 Iwikau Ski Club Inc. owns three ski properties at Ruapehu; a 32 bunk lodge half way up the Whakapapa 
Rockgarden slope (recently reclad and reroofed at a cost of $230,000), a 24 bunk lodge in National Park, and a 
12 bunk house in Ohakune. 

Sec 9(2)(a)
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Season Passes 
A major concern is the prospect of separating the ski fields, as this would put a lot of skiers off 
committing to the costs of season passes.  If anything, with both fields run by one operator that 
would be more palatable even as season pass prices increase.   

In contrast, it would be untenable for many to buy a season pass for just one side of the 
mountain given the proof that skiing conditions are often very different and unreliable on each, 
with their seasons tending to be staggered .  It certainly would not be viable or justifiable for the 
vast majority (98%?) to buy season passes for both sides2.   

Reducing the number of lifts at Turoa 
A challenge of both fields is overcrowding of carparking, slopes, and lift queues, however that 
overcrowding has not put people off.  This benefits the wider ski industry and economy.   

Specific lift comments: 

1. Giant chairlift
This is a very popular ski run and is particularly suited to beginner-intermediates.  It
provides skiing to a quite wide areas of terrain with a number of runs.  It gives important
diversity to deal with weather and snow conditions elsewhere on the field.  Sometimes
the weather does not suit skiing higher on the mountain, and insufficient snow cover
lower down.  It also provides the only direct access to the High Noon café, without which
most skiers would have to return to the Wintergarden or base cafés which are far too
small for added patronage.

Frankly, I’m very surprised that removal of the Giant chairlift is proposed, and believe it is
extremely ill-conceived showing a lack of understanding of Turoa weather and snow
conditions, skier traffic on the mountain, and terrain suitability for different skier and
snow boarder skills.

My experience on the mountain supports the following in RSSA’s email to interested
public on 25 January 2025 and available on its website:

Health and safety concerns should the ski slope capacity be exceeded, dangerously 
disrupting skier flow (skier traffic congestion/bottle necks due to all skiers being 
uploaded and offload to limited number of offload and upload points). Slope 
capacity is an essential component of a properly planned and functioning ski area. 
To put too many users onto limited terrain is dangerous. 

To put more beginner-intermediate skiers on the High Noon Express territory would be 
particularly dangerous!   I have ample experience witnessing that, through collisions, 
insufficient skills for the steeper slopes, risks of excessive adventurism leading lower 
skilled skiers to venture onto steeps on-piste and off-piste, plus not infrequently some 
seriously icy conditions.   

Despite being experienced and accomplished on Turoa ice I got into potential trouble on 
a patch of sheet ice above one of the off-piste steeps accessible from the High Noon 

2 Contrary to some perceptions the majority of skiers are not rich, but yes skiing is costly. 
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Express.  Without the skills and maintained sharp ski edges I’d have slid over the steep 
drop off.  It took me about 20 minutes to very carefully side step up to safety.   

During one season in the early 1990’s Turoa was basically like an ice skating rink.  This 
was especially dangerous on the High Noon T-bar area.  I accompanied some athletic but 
intermediate skiers to the top of the High Noon who were badly frighted by the ice and 
gradient which their rented skis and skills were not adequate for.  I had to coax them 
down advising on technique to avoid falling and sliding.   

On another occasion I spent 30-40 minutes coaxing a beginner skier, a young lady, down 
an on-piste run below the Movenpick chair lift, because it was far too icy for her and her 
rented skis.  Her friends had lead her there, and disappeared down the slope, leaving her 
petrified and unable to proceed.  I provided her with simple (for experienced!) methods 
for edging and sidestepping down to safer terrain, which took time.   

The point is that the terrain and conditions higher up on the High Noon Express are more 
severe, and consequential due to altitude, terrain, and less possibility of rescue.  It also 
shows that inexperienced skiers do enter terrain way beyond their skills and some on 
their own.   

These risks lie in the very tempting off-piste skiing renowned on both sides of Turoa 
beyond the patrolled on-piste limits.  There is a trap for less skilled and younger skiers 
who traversing out beyond on-piste areas can become trapped by terrain and or snow 
and ice conditions.  The off-piste areas on Turoa have numerous bluffs, and terrain trap 
valleys that can be very difficult to get out of for the less experienced, with added risk of 
becoming lost. 

It should be appreciated that visibility and weather on Ruapehu can go from clear ski to 
howling gale and next to no visibility in as little as 30 minutes.  Hence it is critical that 
there remain ample tows for intermediates at lower, safer levels, in presence of others 
and patrollers. 

2. Wintergarden platter
The Wintergarden is a very important beginner-intermediate tow, as it is on a gentle low
pitch slope free of challenges and dangers.  It is also very useful when visibility is low
because it can still be skied on safely.  Again, I’m very surprised and disappointed that
removal of it is proposed (I often skied on it in my early years during white-outs and
recently with beginners and kids).  I think this also very ill-conceived.

3. Ngā Wai Heke chairlift
The business case for this lift is less certain.  It is closed more often, and serves
comparatively little on-piste terrain.  Part of that terrain is steep, with bluffs, and prone
to ice, because it is lower.  It certainly opens up very large areas of fantastic off-piste
skiing but that adds operational costs of grooming and safety controls.  The removal of
this might be disappointing, but we can’t have it all!  The considerable off-piste ski terrain
would still be accessible by experienced skiers which it is suited to, by traversing from the
top of the High Noon lift as we have done for decades.
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Because it opens up the large areas of off-piste skiing it adds to the risks to less skilled 
skiers for the same reasons as the High Noon Express.  So removal of this lift should be a 
consideration under which ever operator.   

Historic weather and snow conditions 
Ever since the beginning of developing Turoa in the mid 1970’s, up to 2023, the variable snow 
and weather conditions have been well proven. 

Weather extremes and dependency on storms for snow fall have long featured, as noted in this 
2019 article titled “Celebrating 40 years of skiing Tūroa”3: 

The seeds were sown and in 1974 […] a feasibility study for Tūroa for Swiss company 
Populaire Investments […] were bringing out Austrian ski expert Hannes Strolz […] 
Ohakune chemist Bruce Wilde […] recalls how nervous they were. It was late June and 
there was no snow. Three days before Strolz arrived a "dinkum storm blasted Tūroa". 

For a number of years during the late 1980’s and early 1990’s there were particularly heavy 
snowfalls right through the ski seasons, on both Whakapapa and Turoa.  The top sections of the 
roads up the mountain had to be cut through several metres of snow depth.  The ski fields or at 
least Turoa was kept open until mid and even the 30th of November for about 3-4 years, and re-
opened on Whakapapa and maybe Turoa for restricted skiing for about three weeks during the 
December-January holiday period.   

During the mid 1990’s the Grimwade family, who operated Turoa, also experienced the vulnerability 
to detrimental weather on Turoa, as shown in this 2022 article “The Ruapehu Saga”4: 

Turoa went through three bad seasons in four. Both 1995 and 1996 were badly affected 
by Ruapehu’s most recent eruptions, and 1998 was an even worse snow season than this 
one with the season lasting a mere six weeks. 

That “worse snow season” was in 2000 when RAL acquired Turoa.  So snow deficits are a periodic 
feature, with adequate to good snow falls during the years in between.   

By the time that the Grimwade’s exited, the ski field assets were run down and little new 
investment had been made during their tenure.  I understand that the Grimwade venture became 
insolvent.   

It is normal for the snow cover on both fields to gradually build throughout the season, with 
heavy snow falls possible at any time. 

Turoa was blessed with above average snowfall during the 2023 winter, and Whakapapa had 
about average snow.  For the past few decades adequate snow on Whakapapa has been weeks 
later than at Turoa which typically has a longer season, starting earlier and lasting later, until 
Labour weekend (or after).   

Hence the importance of risk and cost diversification of access to both sides of the mountain, 
both for skiers with their season pass, and the ski fields operator with the flexibility of deploying 
resources where and when needed.   

3 https://www.nzherald.co.nz/rotorua-daily-post/news/celebrating-40-years-of-skiing-
turoa/VMV2KZB3K46GUETWRDD4RON2KA/  

4 https://www.sportsfreak.co.nz/the-ruapehu-saga/  
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Comparison of Turoa and Whakapapa conditions 
From my over 50 years of skiing almost every year on Mt Ruapehu, equally on Turoa and 
Whakapapa, I have witnessed that significant snow falls are dependent on southerly storms.  
Daytime temperatures for much of the season when there are no storms from southerly quarters 
are not often low enough for snowfall.   

The southerly quarter storms bringing snow are sporadic and can occur anytime from May until 
late in the season, not uncommonly mid-October when in many years there have been heavy 
snow falls of 30 to 60cm.  This pattern continues, albeit with less snow at lower levels, requiring 
snow making which successfully enables skiing.   

Turoa generally receives more snow and for a longer season than Whakapapa due to its more 
southerly aspect.  However, it is also more prone than Whakapapa to bad weather with days of 
restricted visibility of cloud and mist, high winds, and snow or rain.  It is often closed due to the 
harsh weather it receives.  Even when it is open the skiing is often in poor to abysmal weather – 
wind which can lower temperatures to below -20 degrees C, low visibility, and driving rain or 
snow.    

Even although Turoa often receives more snow, when warmer weather comes from northern 
aspects it can become much more icy than Whakapapa when southerlies re-freeze melted snow.  
Conversely, on northerly exposed Whakapapa the snow becomes slushy with warmer 
temperatures in October.   

Due to the different timing of snow and weather conditions, many of us start the season skiing at 
Turoa, then ski at Whakapapa for several months, and then from late September tend to ski at 
Turoa.   

These weather conditions have always existing, albeit the climate is warming being at the tail end 
of the last ice age, with the added effects of AGW. 

Despite the challenges the skiing on both Whakapapa and Turoa is mostly good to fantastic.  The 
terrain on both sides is varied, with gentle-moderate slopes, and for experienced skiers there is 
ample terrain with more undulating and challenging slopes and wide plateaus.  Indeed the mix of 
nice, tamer and steeper slopes, on and off-piste, on good days is as good as any ski field globally, 
albeit on a smaller scale.   

The two fields feature similarities but also considerable differences in terrain and snow 
conditions.  The terrain on Whakapapa is more varied and aside from beginner-intermediate 
areas is more challenging due to more undulations including exciting steeps!  Turoa’s terrain is 
comparatively gentler and more wide open, suiting all abilities, yet provides great off-piste 
terrain and snow for experienced skiers.  Its downsides however are frequent weather extremes 
for days on end and tendency to be particularly icy5.   

The result is that skiing on Ruapehu is much more attractive under combined operation 
accessible by a common season pass, and more financially sound as the 2023 season appears to 
have shown.   

Continuity of North Island skiing 
Whakapapa appears to remain unsolved with withdrawal of an earlier bidder.  It will not be 
permissible to run the Whakapapa operation in 2024 as things stand with a potential transfer of 

5 South Island snow is far superior to Turoa ice. 
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Turoa to a separate operator, PTL.  This must mean the collapse of skiing at Whakapapa, 
resulting in breakdown of the North Island skiing and related businesses and employment by 
perhaps 60-70%, with immediate and future flow on business failures.   

As stated by Ngāti Tūwharetoa in its announcement that it has taken its offer for Whakapapa off 
the table (and that it will take legal action if the Turoa sale isn’t halted): 

“We have undertaken commercial and legal due diligence with the support of KPMG and 
Bell Gully which has demonstrated that the ability for any operator to continue operating 
the ski fields requires a significant increase and expansion of operations for there to be 
commercial viability.” 

Based on that, scale is necessary for the commercial viability of the ski fields.  Sale or lease of 
Turoa, with reduction in lifts, and likely closure of Whakapapa would give the opposite effect.  

Finally 
I do believe that a longer term commitment than the ten years proposed for Turoa is necessary 
for both investment commitment to the ski field operation and also certainty for the ski related 
businesses and employment.   

Should PTL find that it cannot achieve commercially acceptable returns it should be expected 
that for at least the last few years of their lease, or even five years, it might curtail capex and 
R&M leaving the resort in the same condition as that of the Grimwade enterprise. 

In my opinion it is highly doubtful that either ski field can survive long under separate operators.  
I think that Whakapapa on its own would be the most vulnerable owing to its shorter season 
(later start and earlier finish).  Yet it is Whakapapa which has the highest funds invested and 
value of assets, patronage and support of ski related businesses.   
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PURE TUROA LIMITED (PTL) NZ Companies Office register 
Summary from Company Extract: 

• Company number:  8650346 
• Incorporated: 13 March 2023 
• Annual Return Filing Month: June [none filed for June 2023] 
• Ultimate holding company: none 
• Total Number of Shares:  100 
• Directors & Shareholders: Messrs Hickman and Robertson 

Observations: 

With just 100 issued shares it is probable that PTL has very little capital actually contributed by 
shareholders.  Typically 100 shares suggests a paid up capital of just $100. 

There is no Ultimate holding company so that PTL is a standalone company and not a subsidiary 
of another company which typically is larger with greater capital. 

PTL having just two directors is consistent with this being a very small company probably lacking 
committed resources.  

The Constitution of Pure Turoa Limited in the Companies Office register is extremely basic 
comprising less than one page, with just basic formalities, and nothing relating to current or 
future funding, management, and operating other than in its Application prepared with advisors.   

No website or business premises and the likes are given in PTL’s Application. 

This shows preliminary endeavours by the shareholders, yet to put a credible amount of their 
own “money in the game.”   

Therefore PTL’s application to lease, absent evidenced substantive capital input necessary to run 
a very costly ski field, an inherently risky business, which must be expected to run at losses in 
some years, on the information available, does not look complete enough to warrant 
jeopardising Whakapapa immediately and all North Island skiing within ten years..   

It certainly cannot be considered to be a credible saviour of North Island ski related businesses, 
skiers, and Iwi interests.  It leaves one half of Mt Ruapehu skiing without solution for survival.   

 

***************** 

 

































































































From: Lisa Bamberger
To: Mtruapehusubmissions
Subject: Submission against the application to lease and the license to operate under a new concession the Ski area

known as Turoa on Mt Ruapehu
Date: Thursday, 8 February 2024 8:25:48 pm
Attachments: L Bamberger Objection to turoa-submission.pdf

You don't often get email from lisa@bamberger.nz. Learn why this is important

I attach my submission.

I repeat my objection is primarily on grounds that this is a rushed, botched, process.
The apparent lack of transparent consultation with Tanaga tawhenua will result in
further insult to the maunga's mana. These resources, which belong to all New
Zealanders are being given to just a few with absolutely no guarantee of future good
stewardship or conservation. 

As the Department of Conservation this must be your priority. Do not bow down to the
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment. Best business practice innovates, it
does not rape and pillage, as MINBIE wishes to do.

We must wait until the final settlement of the treaty claims are resolved. Better yet if
you are hell bent on removing RAL, then please consider awarding our mountain and its
ski infrastructure assets to an Iwi partnership with crown appointed expert advisors. 
Sincerely

Lisa Bamberger

SUB 296

mailto:lisa@bamberger.nz
mailto:mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
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This form is to be used to provide objections or submissions concerning publicly notified applications for 


leases, licences, permits, or easements under section Sections 17SC and 49 of the Conservation Act 


1987.   


How do I make an objection or submission? 


 Complete this form.  


Note: DOC encourages electronic objection and submission forms (e.g. a typed word document). 


 If you require additional space, attach or include extra documents and label them according to 


the relevant section. Record the document details in section G Attachments.  


 Email your completed objection or submission and any attachments to 


mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz.  You may also mail your objection or submission to: 


Director-General, c/o Permissions Hamilton, Department of Conservation, Private Bag 3072, 


Hamilton 3240. 


Closing date of objections or submissions 


The closing date and time for sending objections or submissions to the Director-General on this matter is 


9th February 2024 at 5.00 pm.  


Privacy: 


Note that objections or submissions are public documents.  Your name and objection or submission will 


be included in documents that are available to the media and the public.  


The Department will deal with any personal information you supply in your objection or submission in 


accordance with the Privacy Act 1993. The Department will only use your contact details for the 


purposes of processing the notified permissions application that it relates to (or in exceptional 


circumstances for other reasons permitted under the Privacy Act 1993).   


Where your objection or submission is made publicly available, your contact details will be removed only 


if you have indicated this as your preference in the tick box on page two. 


Under the Privacy Act 1993, you may request the right of access to, and correction of, personal 


information provided in this objection or submission. 


The Department is likely to post your objection or submission on its website at www.doc.govt.nz. Once 


submitted, submitters' information is subject to the Official Information Act 1982 and may be released 


under that Act.  


 


 


DO NOT SEND THIS PAGE WITH YOUR OBJECTION 


OR SUBMISSION 


 


OBJECTION OR SUBMISSION FORM  
Publicly notified application for leases, 
licences, permits, or easements. 



http://www.doc.govt.nz/
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A. Permission Application Number and Name of Applicant 


Pure Tūroa Limited 109883-SKI 


 


B. Name of Proposed Activity and Location(s) 


Lease and license to operate Tūroa Ski Area on Mount Ruapehu in Tongariro National Park for a period 


of 10 years. The application also includes associated aircraft and filming activities. 


 


C.1 Objector or Submitter Information-  


Submitter’s name (list 


organisational name if submitting 


on behalf of a business, 


community group, etc.) 


Lisa Bamberger 


Contact person and role of 


organisation 


Lisa - Individual 


Email  


(Communication from DOC will be 


via email unless alternate contact 


requested) 


Lisa+doc@bamberger.co.nz 


Alternate contact for all DOC 


communication  


Lisa+doc@bamberger.co.nz 


Phone/Mobile 02041864722 


Postal Address and Post Code  384 Pine Valley Road, Dairy Flat, Auckland 0992 


 


 


☐ I wish to keep my contact details confidential 


Note: Your contact details will be not made public, but your name and organisation will be published. DOC will 
send you all submitter communications.  
 
 
 
  


OBJECTION OR SUBMISSION  
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A. Permission Application Number and Name of Applicant 


Pure Tūroa Limited 109883-SKI 


 


B. Name of Proposed Activity and Location(s) 


Lease and license to operate Tūroa Ski Area on Mount Ruapehu in Tongariro National Park for a period 


of 10 years. The application also includes associated aircraft and filming activities. 


C.2 Your name 


In placing your name and organisation below, you acknowledge that you are the person or authorised 
person submitting this objection or submission. You are also acknowledging that your name and 
organisation will be published.  
 


Printed name of submitter or person authorised 
on behalf of submitter 


Lisa Bamberger 
 
 


Organisation  
 


Individual 


Date 08/02/2024 
 


 
 


D. Statement of Support, Neutrality or Opposition 


☐   I Support this Application (I am making a submission) 


☐   I am Neutral on this Application (I am making a submission). 


☒   I Oppose this Application (I am making an objection). 


 


E. Hearing Request 


☒   I Do Not wish to be heard in support of this objection or submission at a hearing. 


☐   I Do wish to be heard in support of this objection or submission at a hearing 


 


OBJECTION OR SUBMISSION  
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Permissions Application Number 109883-SKI 


F. Objection or submission 


The specific parts of the application that this objection or submission relates to are: 


 


1. The duration of the concession is only 10 years. 


2. The Tongariro National Park (TNP) treaty claim(s) have not been negotiated or settled. 


3. Not enough information to know if Pure Tūroa Limited (PTL) will be financially sound. 


4. The decreased access to the mountain if the concession is awarded. 


5. The concession excludes wider alpine snow sports assets on Mt Ruapehu, specifically Whakapapa. 


6. Compressed negotiation and consultation period. 


7. Redaction of important information, including parties involved and consulted. 


 My greatest concern is the compressed consultation period and lack of evidence ALL iwi groups have been 
consulted. This should not be awarded prior to full and final outcome of the Waitangi Tribunal claims process. 


 


My reasons for my objection or submission are:  


 


1. There currently remains an existing concession on the site of 60 years. 


 


The short length of the concession sought indicates a clear lack of a long-term commitment to the 


operation, to the wider area and opens the door for asset stripping and an imbalance between 


commercial priorities and public interest. Environmentally, the longer the commitment to a place, the more 
invested a party is in the sustainability of a place. The PTL concession falls short on this front. 
 


2. Tongariro National Park (TNP) treaty claim(s) may lead to immediate litigation costs. 


 


The well publicised interests of other parties (including those under a Treaty claim) in the existing 
concession and RAL assets mean that should this PTL concession be awarded at this time, there is high 
risk of conflict and subsequent litigation which will bleed resources which could otherwise be used to 
enable and ensure equitable access to the assets and the ski field. 


 


3. It is difficult to tell if the business will be financially viable. 


 


Appendix 7 cash flow model makes it difficult to tell if the business makes commercial sense. 


 


Information provided excludes information on what DoC and MBIE will need to pay to remove infrastructure from 
the mountain if the business fails. 


 


4. Increased costs and decreased mountain capacity will make Tūroa less accessible to New Zealanders. 


 


The reduction in capacity with the removal of the Nga Wai Heke chair, Giant Chair, and the Wintergarden Platter 
and less operational days, longer inactive vs active time on the mountain and lowered accessibility to the Maunga 
during the operating season. The lower capacity of 4500 would see increased demand, leading to price increases 
which will take the cost of utilising this natural resource beyond the reach of most New Zealanders. 


 


5. Competing business interests with Whakapapa and lack of complementary business operation. 


 


A lack of synergy between the other snow sports assets on Mt Ruapehu lowers the chance of mitigating partial 
operational closure across the Maunga – further reducing access for those who have travelled some distance to 
stay and experience the thrill and majesty of Mt Ruapehu. 


 


6. Past concessions negotiations took around four years. 
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The short period of time between the consultation period and opening of the 2024 season means that there 
cannot be full consideration of important aspects. 


 


7. Key information has not been provided. 


 


The extensive redaction of names (e.g. Directors of PTL), this information is a matter of public record and should 
not be redacted. 


 


I agree with all the points made here but this is the most important to me…………….. 


Iwi engagement has been completely redacted. 


I am very unhappy that our natural guardians of the land are not being allowed the last word on how our precious 
mountain is going to be desecrated for the profit of a very few. 


 


I repeat my objection is primarily on grounds that this is a rushed, botched, process. The apparent lack 
of transparent consultation with Tanaga tawhenua will result in further insult to the maunga's mana. 
These resources, which belong to all New Zealanders are being “given” to a commercial interest to line 
the pockets of a selct few, just a few with absolutely no guarantee of future good stewardship or 
conservation.  


 


As the Department of Conservation this must be your priority. Do not bow down to the Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment. Best business practice innovates, it does not rape and pillage, as 
MINBIE wishes to do. 


 


We must wait until the final settlement of the treaty claims are resolved. Better yet if you are hell bent on 
removing RAL, then please consider awarding our mountain and its ski infrastructure assets to an Iwi 
partnership with crown appointed expert advisors.  


Sincerely 


 


Lisa Bamberger 


 


 


 
The outcomes that need to be addressed by this application are: 
Give precise details, including the parts of the application you wish to have amended and the general 
nature of any conditions sought if the application is approved. 


 


 


Any concession needs to be for a longer period of time (minimum 30 years). 


 


Any concession needs to show clear (not lip service) partnership and/or endorsement from mana 
whenua. Cease ignoring iwi and retract from seeking new concessions, as they have said they will not 
approve new concessions until Treaty claims are settled on the Maunga. 


 


Keeping the existing RAL concession in place provides a safe working relationship while the TNP treaty claims 
are being negotiated between the Government and various iwi interests over coming years. 


Any concession should be for the whole mountain, being Whakapapa and Tūroa. 


Any concession needs to show active consideration of ongoing accessibility (including socio-economic) to the 


Operation within this National Park. Especially as a non-profit operator is seen as being more compatible with 
public access to a National Park environment. 
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G. Attachments  


If you are using attachments to support your objection or submission clearly label each attachment, 


complete the table below and send in your attachments with this ‘objection or submission form’.  


Document title  


Document format (e.g. 


Word, PDF, Excel, jpg 


etc.) 


Description of attachment 


   


   


How do I submit my objection or submission? 


Complete this form and email to mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz.  You may also mail your objection 


and submission to: Director-General, c/o Permissions Hamilton, Department of Conservation, Private 


Bag 3072, Hamilton 3240. 
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A. Permission Application Number and Name of Applicant 

Pure Tūroa Limited 109883-SKI 

 

B. Name of Proposed Activity and Location(s) 

Lease and license to operate Tūroa Ski Area on Mount Ruapehu in Tongariro National Park for a period 

of 10 years. The application also includes associated aircraft and filming activities. 

C.2 Your name 

In placing your name and organisation below, you acknowledge that you are the person or authorised 
person submitting this objection or submission. You are also acknowledging that your name and 
organisation will be published.  
 

Printed name of submitter or person authorised 
on behalf of submitter 

Lisa Bamberger 
 
 

Organisation  
 

Individual 

Date 08/02/2024 
 

 
 

D. Statement of Support, Neutrality or Opposition 

☐   I Support this Application (I am making a submission) 

☐   I am Neutral on this Application (I am making a submission). 

☒   I Oppose this Application (I am making an objection). 

 

E. Hearing Request 

☒   I Do Not wish to be heard in support of this objection or submission at a hearing. 

☐   I Do wish to be heard in support of this objection or submission at a hearing 

 

OBJECTION OR SUBMISSION  
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Permissions Application Number 109883-SKI 

F. Objection or submission 

The specific parts of the application that this objection or submission relates to are: 

 

1. The duration of the concession is only 10 years. 

2. The Tongariro National Park (TNP) treaty claim(s) have not been negotiated or settled. 

3. Not enough information to know if Pure Tūroa Limited (PTL) will be financially sound. 

4. The decreased access to the mountain if the concession is awarded. 

5. The concession excludes wider alpine snow sports assets on Mt Ruapehu, specifically Whakapapa. 

6. Compressed negotiation and consultation period. 

7. Redaction of important information, including parties involved and consulted. 

 My greatest concern is the compressed consultation period and lack of evidence ALL iwi groups have been 
consulted. This should not be awarded prior to full and final outcome of the Waitangi Tribunal claims process. 

 

My reasons for my objection or submission are:  

 

1. There currently remains an existing concession on the site of 60 years. 

 

The short length of the concession sought indicates a clear lack of a long-term commitment to the 

operation, to the wider area and opens the door for asset stripping and an imbalance between 

commercial priorities and public interest. Environmentally, the longer the commitment to a place, the more 
invested a party is in the sustainability of a place. The PTL concession falls short on this front. 
 

2. Tongariro National Park (TNP) treaty claim(s) may lead to immediate litigation costs. 

 

The well publicised interests of other parties (including those under a Treaty claim) in the existing 
concession and RAL assets mean that should this PTL concession be awarded at this time, there is high 
risk of conflict and subsequent litigation which will bleed resources which could otherwise be used to 
enable and ensure equitable access to the assets and the ski field. 

 

3. It is difficult to tell if the business will be financially viable. 

 

Appendix 7 cash flow model makes it difficult to tell if the business makes commercial sense. 

 

Information provided excludes information on what DoC and MBIE will need to pay to remove infrastructure from 
the mountain if the business fails. 

 

4. Increased costs and decreased mountain capacity will make Tūroa less accessible to New Zealanders. 

 

The reduction in capacity with the removal of the Nga Wai Heke chair, Giant Chair, and the Wintergarden Platter 
and less operational days, longer inactive vs active time on the mountain and lowered accessibility to the Maunga 
during the operating season. The lower capacity of 4500 would see increased demand, leading to price increases 
which will take the cost of utilising this natural resource beyond the reach of most New Zealanders. 

 

5. Competing business interests with Whakapapa and lack of complementary business operation. 

 

A lack of synergy between the other snow sports assets on Mt Ruapehu lowers the chance of mitigating partial 
operational closure across the Maunga – further reducing access for those who have travelled some distance to 
stay and experience the thrill and majesty of Mt Ruapehu. 

 

6. Past concessions negotiations took around four years. 
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The short period of time between the consultation period and opening of the 2024 season means that there 
cannot be full consideration of important aspects. 

 

7. Key information has not been provided. 

 

The extensive redaction of names (e.g. Directors of PTL), this information is a matter of public record and should 
not be redacted. 

 

I agree with all the points made here but this is the most important to me…………….. 

Iwi engagement has been completely redacted. 

I am very unhappy that our natural guardians of the land are not being allowed the last word on how our precious 
mountain is going to be desecrated for the profit of a very few. 

 

I repeat my objection is primarily on grounds that this is a rushed, botched, process. The apparent lack 
of transparent consultation with Tanaga tawhenua will result in further insult to the maunga's mana. 
These resources, which belong to all New Zealanders are being “given” to a commercial interest to line 
the pockets of a selct few, just a few with absolutely no guarantee of future good stewardship or 
conservation.  

 

As the Department of Conservation this must be your priority. Do not bow down to the Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment. Best business practice innovates, it does not rape and pillage, as 
MINBIE wishes to do. 

 

We must wait until the final settlement of the treaty claims are resolved. Better yet if you are hell bent on 
removing RAL, then please consider awarding our mountain and its ski infrastructure assets to an Iwi 
partnership with crown appointed expert advisors.  

Sincerely 

 

Lisa Bamberger 

 

 

 
The outcomes that need to be addressed by this application are: 
Give precise details, including the parts of the application you wish to have amended and the general 
nature of any conditions sought if the application is approved. 

 

 

Any concession needs to be for a longer period of time (minimum 30 years). 

 

Any concession needs to show clear (not lip service) partnership and/or endorsement from mana 
whenua. Cease ignoring iwi and retract from seeking new concessions, as they have said they will not 
approve new concessions until Treaty claims are settled on the Maunga. 

 

Keeping the existing RAL concession in place provides a safe working relationship while the TNP treaty claims 
are being negotiated between the Government and various iwi interests over coming years. 

Any concession should be for the whole mountain, being Whakapapa and Tūroa. 

Any concession needs to show active consideration of ongoing accessibility (including socio-economic) to the 

Operation within this National Park. Especially as a non-profit operator is seen as being more compatible with 
public access to a National Park environment. 
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G. Attachments  

If you are using attachments to support your objection or submission clearly label each attachment, 

complete the table below and send in your attachments with this ‘objection or submission form’.  

Document title  

Document format (e.g. 

Word, PDF, Excel, jpg 

etc.) 

Description of attachment 

   

   

How do I submit my objection or submission? 

Complete this form and email to mtruapehusubmissions@doc.govt.nz.  You may also mail your objection 

and submission to: Director-General, c/o Permissions Hamilton, Department of Conservation, Private 

Bag 3072, Hamilton 3240. 
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